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What is your #1 tip or advice for the beginning plein air painter? 
I always share this with all my beginning students: Pack light and keep your 
compositions simple.  
 
First, pack light. Pare your equipment down to the basics. If you have to walk any 
distance to get to your painting location, it’s much easier if you aren’t having to 
carry a heavy load of gear. Using a limited palette of only four or five colors will 
help keep the weight down.  
 
Second, keep your compositions simple…don’t feel like you have to put in 
everything you see in front of you. I usually make thumbnail sketches before I 
start painting, which helps me not only with my compositions but also with my 
value patterns.  
 
If you could only have 5 colors on your palette, what would they 
be?  
Ultramarine Blue, Cadmium Red Light, Cadmium Yellow Light or Medium, 
Alizarin Crimson, Titanium Zinc White 
 
Why do you choose to paint in the wild plein air rather than in 
the controlled environment of the studio? 
I love the immediacy and the freshness of plein air work. In the studio I tend to 
overthink and overwork my paintings. Outdoors you have a limited amount of 
time with the changing light conditions, weather conditions, etc. It forces you to 
work quickly and more intuitively. You see color and value so much more 
accurately when you paint on location, from life, versus from photos in the studio. 
This gives the paintings a much more honest, accurate feeling of light and 
atmosphere, which I find exciting. I love being outdoors and plein air painting is 
the perfect way to combine my love of painting with my love of nature. 
 
What was your most hair-raising extreme plein air painting 
experience? 
I was painting on a ranch in the Texas Hill Country outside of Fredericksburg a 
few years ago with a group of artists from Plein Air Artists Colorado. There were 
llamas on this ranch…it was my first time being around llamas. My friend and 
fellow artist Cecy Turner and I were painting along a stream outside the fence of 
the property. I was up on top of the bank and Cecy was down the bank along the 



stream a few yards away. All of a sudden, here came a group of five or six 
llamas…outside the fence!  They came walking over to me and surrounded me. 
I’ve heard they can kick and spit if they are frightened so I tried to keep calm and 
keep painting. One of the llamas got really close…too close…and began “kissing” 
my hat! I was freaking out inside, still trying to stay calm. I was okay until the 
llama tried to stick his nose in my turp container and that’s when I started yelling. 
They took off, thankfully without incident, and left me first shaking, then laughing 
hysterically. Cecy saw the whole thing happen but unfortunately did not have her 
camera with her…so no photo evidence but we have had a lot of laughs about it 
over the years. 
 
Living or not, which artist(s) has had the most impact on your 
artistic journey? 
Living artists: Kevin Macpherson, who has been a wonderful friend and mentor; 
Kenn Backhaus, John Cosby, Kim English, Scott Christensen, and Tom 
Browning. Deceased artists: Sargent, Sorolla, Monet, Mary Cassatt, Andrew 
Wyeth, many of the early California Impressionists (Wendt, Bischoff, Payne, 
Rose, Ritschel, Redmond and others) 
 
Any closing comments or advice you'd like to share? 
Paint from life whenever you can. Draw a lot…good drawing skills are essential 
for painters. Remember the importance of values…get the values right and your 
paintings will read, even if the color is not accurate. Practice, practice, practice. 
Just like sports or learning to play an instrument, it takes lots of practice to 
improve your painting skills. And finally, paint from your heart…find your own 
voice.  
	
	


